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SUMMARY and . RECOMMENDATIONS
Peach yellows and little peach are virus diseases spread by the plum hopper,
Macropsis trimacu/ata Fitch.
The plum hopper breeds abundantly on all varieties of plums both wild and
cultivated in Delaware. It breeds also on neglected peach and apricot. It has not
been found living on cherries.
All plum varieties may carry either yellows or little peach and other virus
diseases, and at the same time, many plum hoppers which carry some of these diseases
to the peach.
Some varieties of plums mask the disease of yellows or little peach, and sometimes both diseases, so completely as to appear healthy. Only by budding these
varieties of plums into peach, was it possible to learn that they were virus carriers.
The Myrobalan plum, Prunus cerasijera, which is the foundation rootstock on
which most cultivated plums are budded, completely masks the symptoms of yellows
and little peach. It is a symptomless carrier of both of these diseases. Othello
plum, P. cerasifera var. pissardi, also masks both diseases.
Certain Oriental plums, Prunus sa/icina, may carry these virus diseases and
live for many years. They are also hosts of great numbers of plum hoppers, one
such tree carrying over 12,000 vectors.
It is difficult to find the plum hopper in well-sprayed peacg orchards.
Nineteen plums in the Variety Plum Orchard (28 years 'old, planted in 1908
and removed in 1936) out of fifty-two at the Delaware Experiment Station, when
budded through peach, were shown to be carrying little peach, and nine were shown
to be carrying yellows.
Epidemics of little peach and yellows at the Delaware Experiment Station farm
have been .related to the Variety Plum Orchard.
The control of yellows and little peach in commercial peach orchards requires
the removal of all plums within about one mile of the orchard, also the prompt
removal of all infected trees in orchards.
A properly isolated, state-controlled source of budding stock for Prunus species
maintained free from virus diseases, would be a valuable means of supplying nurserymen with stock free from virus troubles. The present system of. bringing in stock
from all sections of the United States invites trouble.
There are nine or more virus diseases of the peach in the United States; many
have not been found in Delaware; several of these have caused severe losses in the
different sections where prevalent. The plum survives longer with many of these
diseases than the peach. In the Central-East are yellows and little"peach; in the
Northeast are yellows, little peach, and the yellow-red virosis ("X" disease); in
the North-Central states are yellows, little peach, yellow-red virosis ("X" disease),
red suture, rosetted mosaic, and several virus complexes in the peach, cherry, and
plum; in the South and Southwest are phony peach, rosette, and peach mosaic; in
the Rocky Mountain states east of the Coast Range, the peach mosaic and a form
of "X" disease have appeared; in the Pacific states, the production of many Prunus
crops, viz. the peach, plum, cherry, apricot, almond, and nectarine, have brought
out several virus diseases differing from those east of the Rockies; the peach mosaic
has also appeared there in peach and almond ..
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PEACH YELLOWS and LITTLE PEACH
by T. F. Manns
INTRODUCTION
In 1914 and 1915 a survey of t·he peach orchards in Delaware by
the writer, indicated that much of the so-called "yellows" was a combination of'winter injury, starvation, and borers. The actual incidence
of infection at that time with both yellows and little peach was shown
to be less than three per cent. Prior to this survey the reports from
Delaware showed much higher estimates for yellows. For the past
decade (1930 to 1940) the incidence of infection for either disease in
Delaware has not exceeded one per cent.

HISTORICAL
Status of Yellows in 1915.
Before presenting data on the
research in Delaware, a brief history of the work conducted on yellows
and little peach prior to commencing this investigation in 1915 follows:
Erwin F. Smith (29,30, 31 and 32) working on peach yellows in
Delaware and Maryland from 1887 to 1894 gained much information
concerning the disease, and drew several definite conclusions, some of
which were not supported by research data. Like all research workers,
the spirit of optimism and the desire for truth spurred him on his
way. In his letter of submittal of his "Preliminary Work on Peach
Yellows" (29) in 1888 he writes:
"Some experiments have been completed, some are under way,
and some remain to be performed . . . the results already obtained
. . . lead to the belief that the cause of the disease will be definitely
settled in the near future."
• Smith (30) in his second report, in 1891, "Additional Evidence on
the Communicability of Peach Yellows and Peach Rosette," was less
optimistic' of early results as to the cause. He made the following
sta temen ts:
"Facts Established"
1. "The disease is con tagious."
2. "It, may be conveyed by seemingly healthy buds when these
are taken from diseased trees."
3. "Only a very small amount of infective material is necessary."
4. "The disease has a hnger period of incubation than we have
been accustomed to suppose."

---

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: This project having continued over many years, the author
is indebted to several research workers, who have materially assisted in the routine
work of collecting insects on peach and plum, their identification, and the vector
studies which followed; in the collection and identification of several hundred plum
sources used in the budding work through peaches to determine where the reservoirs
of virus infection are in the state:
To Marshall M. Manns (1933 and 1934); to Fred R. Davies (1936 and 1937);
and to the following students for much routine work in budding, and with insects:
James Earl Wright and Thomas Laskaris (1935 to 1937); and to the laboratory
assistants, Joan Fletcher (1933 to 1936) and Gladys Selner (1937 to 1941),
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The above points were well proved by Smith in his work on
budding; however, the period of incubation, as shown later, depends
upon where and when the buds were inserted and the amount of '
growth forced by pruning.
Smith (29)pp. 178-179, writes: "Hypotheses ruled out" . . .
"Frosts, floods, -and drouths may be modifying influences, but are
nothing more. Injuries by men, quadrupeds, and borers may also
be included in the list of disproved theories. To the same category
may be added excessive cultivation, neglect of cultivation, and neglect
of pruning. So also injury to tap roots, propagation by buds rather
than seeds, defective drainage, use of animal manure, etc . . .Probably
most of my readers will be ready to admit that soil exhaustion is also
an unsatisfactory explanation . . . . I write this with regret for I
hoped to be able to confirm this view."
Smith (32) conducted extensive fertility experiments from 1891
to 1893 on peach in an attempt to show that yellows was caused by
certain plant nutrient deficiencies. His data on fertility work were
all negative.
Smith (31) evidently had done much work with artificial cultures
on yellows which never has been published. He states, p. 10, "There
has been much speculation respecting the nature of this disease, . . .
no fungi, bacteria, or animal parasites have been identified as the
cause."
Although virus diseases were little understood by plant-disease
workers at the time Smith (31) summarized his work on yellows in
1894, he suspected that yellows belonged in such a group. Hewrites,
p. 10, "At present peach yellows seems nearest allied to that phenomenon in plants known as variegation. It is now recognized that
variegation in many plants (panachure) is a disease . . . transmissable
by budding and grafting in the sam.e way as peach yellows."
Smith was probably not aware at this time, that Iwanowski (15),
p. 5, had shown in 1894 that the mosaic disease of tobacco could be
transmitted by an agent, and that the virus would pass through the
pores of very fine filters. Indeed, it was not until 1898 (15), p. 5,
that, "Beijerinck independently, discovered anew the filterability of
the infecting principle of tobacco-mosaic disease and wrote of a
contagium vivum jluidum as the cause of this disorder."
.
Writing in 1894 on the topic, "How Spread," Smith (31), p. 10,
says, "That yellows is also transmitted in some other way (than bud
grafts, T. F. M.) must be apparent to anyone who has studied the
disease at all carefully."
He probably suspected insects, though he reports no work conducted along this line.
Several experiment station research workers had written on peach
yellows up.to 1915. Chester (4), pp. 92-94, in 1899 tried culture work
on yellows with negative results.
Caesar (2) in Ontario started work in 1912 on pits, pollen, rubbing,
and pruning tools with some negative results (see also Little Peach
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below). Others up to this time had submitted no further research
data on yellows.
Status of Little Peach up to 1915. This disease was probably
first recorded in Michigan by the State Horticulturist, L. R. Taft
(33), in 1896; he writes, p. 121, under the title "Little Peach," "During
the summer of 1895 my attention was called to a trouble common in
several of the orchards near Kibbies, about eight miles from South
Haven. It was reported that when the peaches reached about the
size of a full grown peach pit, they ceased to grow and many of the
varieties did not ripen at all, although if they did the small size of the
fruit rendered it of no value. The leaves were yellow, more or less
rolled and folded, and on account of the short growth made by the
new shoots were somewhat tufted. . . . Many of the owners were
convinced that it was caused by some contagious disease, and made
a practice of removing the trees . . . but so far as is known there is
no disease of the peach except what are called 'Yellows' and 'Rosette'
that in any respect resembles what has been commonly called ·'little
peach'."
The above description fully fits that of little peach.
Heald (10), p. 273, writes, "Little. peach was reported by Smith
(1898) as prevalent in Michigan; but it had caused serious losses in
that state prior to 1893."
Very little res.earch work had been reported on little peach prior
to 1915.
Caesar (2), p. 83, the Entomologist for Ontario, in 1912 writes,
"In determining how the diseases (yellows and little peach) are spread
I have thought of the following: (1) Pits from diseased trees, (2) buds
from diseased trees, (3) bees carrying pollen or nectar from diseased to
healthy blossoms, (4) rubbing or injuring healthy trees with diseased
ones when removing the latter from the orchard or in any other
manner, (5) pruning tools used on diseased and then on healthy trees.
Experiments have been planned and carried out to test all· of these
possible methods of spreading Yellows and Little Peach."
His reports (3), p. 33, on pits, pollen, rubbing, and pruning tools,
and bees in 1913 were negative; on budding he reported one positive.
I have been unable to find further reports on his research work.

WORK CONTEMPLATED
The project as outlined in 1915 contemplated further investigation of the po.ssi ble causes of these diseases and the means of their
dissemination. Some of these items, which are listed below, had not
been thoroughly investigated up to this time and others may have
been overlooked. Among these were the following which were taken up
in the order listed:
1. Injections of infusions of yellows and little peach ~ith hypodermic needles, looking to the possi bility of insect transmission.
2. Mechanical dissemination: By pruning shears and saws; by
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3.
4.
5.

6.

,.

rubbing or bruising from harness, discs, plows, or by dragging
diseased trees through the orchard.
Pollen studies: Th"e possible transfer of yellows and little
peach to healthy trees through the pollen by bees or other
insects.
Does yellows or little peach originate from the use of pits from
diseased trees?
Artificial culture work on a possible pathogen by use of new
media and technique, including the use of sterile, filtered peach
concoctions, using actively growing infected material for inoculation; the optical changes brought about in such solutions by
the introduction of living material infected with yellows or
little peach.
A checking over of the more common peach insects formerly
considered eliminated, such as the honey bee, Aphis mellijera;
the peach tree borer, Conopia exitiosa Say; the plum curculio,
Conotraphelus nenuphar Herbst; the black peach aphid, Aphis
persicae-niger Er. Sm.; the green peach aphid, Myzus persirae
Sulz, and the tarnished plant bug, Lygus pratensis Linn.
The possible masking of yellows and little peach in the Prunus
group, particularly in the common root stocks used for peach,
plum, cherry, almond, nectarines, and apricot, and the ornamental types such as the flowering peach, P. persica var. alba
and rubra, the Japanese flowering cherry, P. pseudocer.asus
and the Othello plum, P. cerasijera var. pissardi.

PRESENTATION OF NEGATIVE DATA
Dible (5), p. 26, has said, "It is a natural characteristic of research
workers in all countries that they publish their positive findings but
often relegate their negative ones to oblivion."
If those who had worked with peach yellows and little peach had
presented their negative findings together with the technique used,
much of the work of repetition would probably have been saved. The
writer believes it is proper to present some of the negative data on
peach yellows and little peach and give the technique used in obtaining such negative results.

RESEARCH WORK ON YELLOWS AND LITTLE PEACH
FROM 1915 TO 1927
Work with Injections and Bruisings. In the spring of 1915,
two hundred twenty-five, one-year old Elberta peach trees, 3 to 4 ft.
in size were planted for work with injections of infusions from wood,
cambium, leaves, and fruit of peach trees infected with yellows and
little peach. This work on injections and bruisings was carried out
with differing technique from 1916 to 1920. All data from this work
were negative. The procedure used in this work is briefly outlined
as follows:
A. Infusion from wood-May 10, 1916. Material ftom a
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nectarine tree infected with yellows. Made an infusion from one ounce
of co~rse sawdust in 1000 m!. of sterile tap water and filtered the concoction through absorbent cotton. This work was replicated five
times with yellows and twice with little peach.
1. Inoculation into trunks: Placed this infusion in the trunks
of five trees, in five different places each, by boring 7$" inch
holes and injecting into each about one m!. of the infusion
with a fine nosed dropper. The hole was then closed with
grafting wax.
2. Inoculation into cambium: Using the same inoculative
material as (A) above, this was poured into deeply scratched
cambium on one-year and two-year old wood. Used five
trees, and five areas on each tree. After inoculation the injured
cambium was covered with grafting wax.
.
3. Inoculation into roots: Using the same inoculative material
as (A) above, the infusion was placed into the roots of five
trees making five 7$-inch borings in the roots of each tree, and
using about one ml. of the infusion for each hole; the hole was
sealed with wax.
B. Infusion from leaves-Using the same procedure as outlined above, an infusion was made from crushed leaves, 1 ounce
mashed, and taken up in 1000 ml. of sterile tap water, and filtered
through absorbent cotton; this infusion was inoculated (1) into trunk,
(2) into cambium, and (3) into roots. These infusions were made
from lea ves infected with yellows and little peach.
C. Infusion from fruit-Using the same procedure as outlined above an infusion was made by crushing three premature peach
fruit and taking up the same with 1000 ml. of sterile tap water; the
concoction was then filtered through absorbent cotton; this infusion
was then inoculated into the trunk, cambium, and roots as outlined
in the procedure above.
This work was replicated seven times with different sources of
yellows-infected fruit, and three times with fruit infected with little
peach.
Use of a Fine Hypodermic Needle-To more nearly simulate
the work of insect punctures, in 1919 and 1920, a very fine hypodermic
needle was used, and juice direct from premature fruit infected with
yellows, was injected into the cambium only of rapidly growing young
trees; twenty-five punctures were placed in each of twenty trees. This
work was duplicated using little peach fruit.
Summary of Injection Work with Infusions-In the Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report for 1922, (16)
p. 27, the writer stated: "Thus far we have been unable to bring about
infection by using sap or juice crushed from plants sick with yellows
or little peach. Inoculation work with sap from sick trees has been
continued since 1914 with negative results."
. In the Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report
for 1933 (19), p. 38, the writer stated: '''The fact that we have not
10
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been able to reproduce yellows and little peach by inoculation with
infusions of fruit and leaves from either disease would indicate that
the disease is carried otherwise; possibly the casual organism may
pass through part of its life history in some insect."
Injection Work Using Crushed Plum Hoppers-After experimentally demonstrating in 1934 that the plum hopper, Macropsis
trimaculata, could disseminate yellows and little peach, an effort was
made to induce these diseases artificially by injecting into rapidly
growing young peach trees an infusion of crushed plum hoppers that
had fed on trees infected with yellows and little peach. In June, 1934,
fifty plum hoppers which had fed for fourteen days on peach trees
infected with yellows, were crushed in tap water; twenty-five injections
were made into the cambium of each of ten, rapidly growing, young,
Elberta peach trees. A similar experiment was carried out using
hoppers that had fed on trees infected with little peach. Data taken
for the two years 1935 and 1936 showed negative results.
WORK WITH POLLEN FROM YELLOWS AND LITTLE
PEACH-INFECTED TREES
Hand Pollination-This work was started in 1921 but the heavy
freeze in March put an end to the work for that season. In 1922, all
efforts (several hundred blossoms) to get a set of fruit using the pollen
from trees infected with yellows and little peach failed. However,
by use of cultures, it was shown that a weak germination took place
in some of the pollen from yellows-infected trees. In the Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report for 1924 (17), p. 38,
the writer stated, "Two seasons' work with pollen from yellowsinfected trees, when applied to healthy trees has failed to give any
set of fruit. Accordingly, the only conclusion we can draw is that
yellows pollen failed to function."
Pollination with Bees-The question next to arise was, whether
bees, using pollen or other material, such as nectar or cell plasm, from
yellows and little peach-infected trees, could disseminate these diseases,
where hand pollination had failed. A hi ve of bees, during the blossoming period, was confined in a cage 18 by 20 feet, and 10 feet high
(Fig. 1), containing ten healthy Elberta trees, and five budded with
yellows (Cage No.1). The trees were three years old and pruned back
to prevent crowding. The budding for yellows infection was done
in July when the trees were two years old; five buds were placed near
the tops in rapidly growing branches; the symptoms of yellows showed
early the following spring. The blossoms were scattered, but sufficient
so that some fruit s;t on all the trees. The five trees budded with
yellows gave premature fruit; the ten trees not budded remained
healthy. The bees were introduced again when the trees were four
years old; the trees not budded with yellows remained healthy for the
five years during which the notes· were taken, 1926 to 1930.
The pollination work with little peach was conducted in Cage No.
3, using eighteen Elberta trees; the middle row of six trees was budded
in July with little peach when two years old; five buds were inserted
11
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in each tree near the top, in the rapidly growing branches. In July
of theJollowing season little peach symptoms appeared. A hive of
bees was .introduced during the blossoming period; all trees budded
with little peach gave small peaches and symptoms of the disease;
the twelve trees not budded remained healthy. Bees were again used
at blossoming time when the trees were four years old. Negative
results followed for the' five years during which notes were taken,
1926 to 1930.

PITS FROM YELLOWS AND LITTLE PEACH TREES
About 1200 pits each from trees known to be infected with yellows
and little peach respectively, were gathered in the summer of 1924
by the writer and planted in the fall of 1924, north of the large cage
used for insect~transmission studies. Only one pit from the yellowsinfected tree grew, and only two pits from the little peach-infected
tree produced trees; these were allowed to grow for four years and
all remained healthy. McCubbin*, planted 1200 pits from peach
trees badly diseased with yellows, from which 8 per cent germinated
and none of the seedlings showed the disease after four years. The
~vide,nc~ from others (1, 2, 29) working with pits from diseased trees
has also been negati ve.

WORK WITH CULTURES ON ARTIFICIAL MEDIA
During the period, 1916 to 1920, at the time work was being
done with injections of juice and macerations from many sources of
peach trees diseased with yellows and little peach, cultures were made
with all this material to determine if any evidence of a pathogen could
be found. Included in the various media used were: (1) modifications
of Ashby's medium using mannite, maltose, glucose" and sucrose in
liquid and solid media, (2) various strengths of peptone, both liquid
and agar, (3) filtered peach material, such as wood extract, ripe fruit
extract, and macerated foliage extract were used as liquid and solid
media. The clear sterile extracts were inoculated in test tubes with
surface-sterilized and thoroughly washed Ii ving material, such as small
pieces of fruit, leaf, and cambium. Upon inserting these living parts
in the sterile tube, before entering the media, each piece was cut
through several times with sterile scalpels. This technique would
permit a pathogen to grow out of deeper tissue not influenced by
the disinfectant held as by adhesion, (4) filtered soil extracts modified
by infusions from peach fruit and leaves, were used both as liquid
and solid media.

The Results from this Artificial Culture Work were all
Negative-Observations on optical changes in peach solutions were
also negative. It was along this line the author had hopes that enzyme
changes from infected material might give some leads, differing from
the same media inoculated with non-infected peach material.
• McCubbin, W. A.-Peach Yeilows and Little Peach, Penn, Dept, of Agric.,
Vol. 7, No, 3, March 1924.
'
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WORK ON THE

MORE-CO~1MON PEACH

INSECTS

AS VECTORS
Insect Proof Calle In the Spring of 1924 an insect-proof cage,
for inseCf-{llsease transmission work was erected, 18 feel wide by 80
feet long and having a height of 10 feet. It was divided into fouT
compartments, and covered with IS-mesh aluminum wire, which
proved seniceable for 12 years. (Fig. 1, p.IJ); the lOp was made rcmo\able (0 prc\"ent damage from snow in winter. Fifteen to eighteen
trees (3 rows of n,'e or six trees each) of one-year-old Elberta peach
trees,3 to 4 feet in height, were placed in each compartment; tWO of
the compartments, ~o. I and ~o. 2 from the south end, were lISed
for insect-transmission work on yellows, and two compartments, :"\0. 3
and :'\0. -I. were used for little peach. The middle rows of trees in
compartmentS ;.Jo. 1 and ;.Jo. 2 were budded in July, 1925, with yellows,
using /l\·e buds in each tree on fast+growing hranches in the toP!!, to
induce quick infection; the middle rows of compartments, No.3 and
::-Jo.~, were budded in July, 1925, with little peach in the same manner
as for yellows aoo\·e; the object, of course, was to get qukk infection
the following ~·ear for Insect~feeding work.

fo'lll· 1- "_x~rimenul cage for inseci 'eCtor siudies on ~ach viruses. This c~ge
was 18 fr. wide br lilt! (t. long and III fl. high, conrai ..ing four coml'artmenn,
each 18 br 10 fr. The (rame work was covered with 18,mes'h ;duminum
Wlrc. The lOp was made in seCTions (or removal in winler 10 prevenl injuries
from sno.... -Pholo 7,14.33.

INSECTS TESTED FROM 1926 TO 1933
The follo\\ lllg Insects \\ere tested as ,eCtOrS on both vello\\s and
1.l
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little peach with negative results: Honey bee, curculio, black peach
aphid, green peach aphid, tarnished plant bug, and the periodical.
cicada (seventeen-year locust). The technique used on each of these
insects will be briefly described.
The work with the bees has been recorded as negative in the
pollen studies (p. 11).
.
Peach Tree Borer, Conopia exitiosa Say.-The borers were not
tested in the cage in order to keep the trees in the large cage free from
root injury. Borers working on trees infected with yellows and little
peach were transferred to healthy trees. Only five trees each were
used in these experiments, and only two borers were placed under
the raised cambium at ground level in each tree. This work was done
in September, 1924, and prov.ed negative from 1925 to 1929.
Curculio, Conotrachelus nenuphar Herbst.-\Vork with the curculio was started August 15, 1923. About 1000 peach fruits from
trees infected with yellows and containing curculio grubs were placed
in a ,box 1 by 2 by 6 feet containing six inches of soil; the peach fruit
'was covered lightly with weeds and brush, and screened in to retain
the adults for the next season. The box was'located under a young
bearing tree, which was screened in during the spring and summer of
1924. A duplicate of this experiment was run, using fruit from trees
infected with little peach; notes taken on this work from 1924 to 1929
were negative.
Black Peach Aphid, Aphis persicae-niger Er. Sm.-Compartments
No.1, (yellows) and No.3, (little peach) were used for this work.
Large numbers of black peach aphid during June of 1924 were placed
on trees infected with yellows and little peach; during July these
insects were transferred to the healthy peach trees in the respecti ve
compartments. This work was checked for yellows and little peach
from 1925 to 1917, with negative results.
Green Peach Aphid, Myzus persicae Sulz.-Compartments No.2
(yellows) and No.4 (little peach) were used for this work. Aphids
were obtained in the spring of 1924 and placed on trees that were
infected with yellows and little peach, respectively. After two weeks
the insects were placed in large numbers on the healthy plants in the
respective cages. Negative results were obtained with this insect
from 1925 to 1927.
Tarnished Plant Bug, Lygus pratensis Linn.- This insect was
tried out only on yellows. Several hundred nymphs were placed in
compartment No. 2 (yellows) on the infected trees, June 20, 1927,
and many were transferred in two weeks to the healthy plants. This
work was continued until 1932 with negative results.
The Periodical Cicada, Cicada septendecim Linn.-or 17-year
locust-was suspected as a possible vector of yellows, when it was
discovered (December, 1931) in the nymph stage, feeding upon the
roots of a peach tree being removed for yellows in the vicinity of
Milton. This appeared more tenable when it was shown that the
distribution of the broods of the 17-year locust and the 13-year locust
(See Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station Annual Report, pp.
14
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Fig. l-Concrcle "Its in ...·hleh nymphs of Ihe I'triodical CiC3d,. (Ii_'-ur locust)
wert: used in transmission studies. These pits are 12 feec in d;"metu and
5 fect deep. Since [he l'i.rc::n locus! does mOSt of its fceding on roots in

the n~'mphal stage, ."C provided :abund:anl infection mucrial b,' placin!,
one Ia'"iC infe<:lcd tree in the cenlU of the pil, and altctn:llcd ... it~ infcC!C'd
and hulthy Jm:lll II"C'U :around the perimeter. -Photo. Jul)', 1931.

x=H•• lth~

Peach

Y=Yellows
_\iN~mph.-I7-Y •• ~
~Old

Locust h"eTled.
T" •• - Yellows

Fig. J-Di"g,am showing plan for using the abandoned concrete pils (12 fl. in
diameTer, 5 ft. deep) for teSling the Periodical Ciud", Cir"JIl upu"Ju;_
Linn. Pit I, sho..s u center one large ITee with yellows, and (our small
trees (y) with )'ello...·5. around the perimeter; the four Irees marked (xl
:are heahh~'. T"'eh'e n"mphs in twO rows, "'ere placed 14 inches deep in
soil bet... een e:ach health)" and rellows.infecled tree, a tonI of 96 in each
pit. In Pit 2. all the trees (x) ...·ere healthy. but the same number of nymphs
..-ere inserted to learn if Ihe~' "'ere earr)Oinif peach .·iruses. Pit J connined
,·ello..-s-infected trees and health)· tren ...·llh no nrmphs to check natural
fnfeclion. o~ similar 5C1.Up was used for little peach. This work pro"ed
n~... ti.·e.-Dr""on by Glad,.. Selner. Jul}. 1940.
(15)
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46-47, June 30, 1932) fitted so well the area covered by yellows and
little peach. Several thousand nymphs of Brood X were gathered in
the Spring of 1932 and of 1933 and placed in soil to feed on peach
roots of trees infected with yellows and little peach. The infected
and healthy peach roots were so closely interlacing that the nymphs
could readily feed on infected and tnen on healthy roots.
This work was conducted in concrete pits (12 feet in diameter
by 5 feet deep) erected by C. A. McCue (See Figs. 2 and 3 and legends
showing the manner of placing nymphs).
It is of interest to record here the taking of several thousand
nymphs from an area 6 by 8·feet to the depth of 28 inches; this location
was two miles north of College Park, Maryland; the area was part of
a lawn under a very large black walnut tree. The day was very hot
and the sun bright. We were cautioned that we would probably lose
many in transfer as the nymphs are sensitive to heat and light;
however, by the use of large test tubes (% in. x 6 in.) and using one
for each nymph and by placing damp soil with each, we lost only a
few, less than one per cent, that were iiljured in digging. These were
placed in the soil near the peach roots by driving a % inch steel rod
to a depth of 14 inches. Three years later, the nymphs were found
acti vely at work in. the same hole in which they had been placed.
The results of this work proved negative, as reported from 1934 to
1936. No work was done with the han'est cicada, which is very
common in this state.

PLUMS SUSPECTED OF HARBORING PEACH VIRUS
The project was re-outlined in June, 1927, to cover further research on possible insect dissemination, and the host plants on which
the same were breeding. More data were being gathered annually
by research workers showing that certain virus diseases were insect
disseminated. Circumstantial evidence at the Delaware Experiment
Station indicated that if the diseases of yellows and little peach were
insect-carried, then the vectors were probably comip.g from plums.
This evidence came from the experimental planting of several hundred
Elberta and Belle of Georgia peach trees made at the Delaware Experimental Station in the Spring of 1915; this planting was located
about 200 yards southeast of the old Variety Plum orchard planted
in 1908. In ten years, 66 per cent of this experimental planting became
infected with little peach, and a little over 13 per cent with yellows
(See Diagram 1). The evidence pointed to the Variety Plum orchard
as the source of the viruses, and probably the plums were breeding
the vectors that disseminated the same.
This evidence was further corroborated by the report of C. A..
McCue (27), Horticulturist of the Delaware Experimem Station, for
the year ending June 30,1915, dealing with the Variety Peach orchard,
which was planted adjacent to the Variety Plum orchard. He states,
p. 21, "The only permanent plantings made during the year were
those that were necessan' to fill vacancies whch occurred in the
Variety Peach orchard. in the northeast corner oi the orchard we
16
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Diagram l.--Distribution of Yellows and Little Peach in
the Experimental Orchard in Eight Years
(Planted in 1915)
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XIX

Healthy trees in 1923;
Trees previously removed, chiefly for little peach;
Actual cases of yellows in 1923;
Actual cases of little peach in 1923;
Little peach and yellows in 1923.

ha ve experienced a bad epidemic of peach yellows and little peach.
Notwithstanding the fact that the diseased trees have been removed
as soon as discovered, only a few of the original trees planted in 1908
remain."
Figure 4 is a map of the Delaware Experiment Station Farm.
It has occurred to the writer that, in the above case, the movement, noise, and smoke of the nearby railway trains affecting this
insect may have been strong factors in the rapid dissemination of
these diseases.
In the same report, speaking of the commercial peach orchard
(Fig. 4, Plot 3) which was located nearly a half mile to the south and
a little to the east of the Variety Plum orchard and planted the
same season, he states, p. 21, "It is particularly gratifying to note
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that.in the past se\'cn ycars, only one tree in the commercial orchard
of Elbertas has been lost through yellows. , , and "three from little
peach."
Apparently the distancc from the Variety Plum orchard was the
chief factor in kecping down virus- infection in the "commercial
orchard," The question then arose, as to whether some of the plums
in the Variety orchard were masking the symptoms of yellows and
little peach, and at the same time carrying the \'ectors that disseminate
these \,irus diseases.

Fig. 4-Map of th~
of th~ Plum
litll~ peach.
plcnliful on
shown 10 be

'klawarc E.perim~nt Station fum, sho...ing th~ location (2)
\'ari~IY orchard suspoc(t~d of being Ih~ sourc~ of rdlows and
Plum hoppers, th~ \'~CIOrs of r~tlows and litd~ peach, w~r~
thc5<' tr~eJ. By budding lM5<' plums into peach manr were
carrring )"~lIoWJ and littlc pocach.
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STUDIES ON MASKING OF YELLOWS AND LITTLE PEACH
IN PLUMS
To answer the question of masking of yellows and little peach in
the Prunus species, a foundation planting was made in April, 1932,
consisting of nine rows with thirty trees each, of the following:
1. Elberta peach, Prunus persica.
2. Natural peach, P. persica, commonly used for peach rootstock.
3. English Morella, Cherry, P. cerasus.
4. Manard Cherry, P. avium, occasionally used for cherry rootstock.
5. Mahaleb Cherry, P. mahaleb, commonly used for cherry rootstock.
6. Myrobalan Plum, P. cerasijera, imported plum used for rootstock.
7. plum, myrobalan, budded on peach.
8. Peach, Elberta, budded on myrobalan plum.
9. Japanese plum, Prunus salicina, variety Abundance.
The above planting was budded with yellows and little peach as
shown in Diagram 2; five trees of each were left as checks, that is, not
budded; ten were budded with little peach; five were budded with
both yellows and little peach, and ten were budded with yellows only.
The results of this work were reported in the Delaware Annual Reports
for 1933, 1934, and 1935 and later. From this work the following
facts were obtained:
1. That certain varieties of Japanese plums may carry yellows
or little peach and mask the symptoms so well that one would
hardly suspect virus infection (20).
2. The myrobalan plum (Prunus cerasijera) completely masks
yellows and little peach, or a combination of the two viruses,
and whether used as the rootstock for peach, or budded into
peach, will grow into a large, apparently healthy tree; and
when budded back into peach will produce yellows, or little
peach, or a comb~nation of the two viruses (26).
3. After three years of successive budding we did not succeed in
getting peach buds to take on English Morella cherry (Prunus
cerasus), Mahaleb cherry (P. mahaleb) or Mazzard cherry
(P. avium). However, one peach bud continued to keep green
for several weeks on the Mazzard cherry, but finally sloughed
off. No evidence of virus infection showed in any of the above
cherry species from the efforts at budding with yellows and
little peach. The fact that we failed to get peach buds to
take on these cherries, does not indicate that some insect may
not succeed in carrying a virus from peach to cherry or vice
versa as is probably the case in the "X" disease of peach.
4. When both of the viruses of yellows and little peach are placed
at the same time into either peach or plum, the two .viruses
19
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Diagram 2-Plan of Budding Foundation Block with Yellows and Little Peach in Masking Studies.
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carry along together; this is shown by budding back into peach,
at which time the first symptoms to appear are those of yellows;
these yellows symptoms are later dominated by those of little
peach (See colored Chart, Fig. 5).

PLUMS AS FACTORS IN THE DISSEMINATION OF
YELLOWS AND LITTLE PEACH
Historical-Smith (29), p. 9, in making the statement, "Yellows
is a disease of peaches, nectarines, almonds and apricots. I t does not
occur in plums," overlooked the possibility that a host may carry a
virus <disease, and so mask the symptoms, as to be almost symptomless.
He probably drew his conclusions about plums not showing yellows,
from his work and references with Myrobalan, the plum commonly
used for foundation budding stock. We have repeatedly shown
(18, 19, 20, 21, 23) that the Myrobalan plum is symptomless, though
it will readily carry either yellows or little peach, and will transmit
the same to peaches, when these infected plums are budded back
through the peach. Myrobalan being symptomless, it is easy to understand how Smith was misled by the references he cited pertaining to
plums. In giving the references of peach budded into plum, Smith
(29), p. 167, writes, "I have seen some statements to the effect that
budding (peach) on plum stocks is no protection against yellows; . . .
The first person to make this statement appears to have been William
Prince (28). He declares that while peach trees budded on plum and
almond are less affected by borers, they are equally subject to yellows." (This statement is not only true for yellows but it is also true
for little peach, T. F. M.). Again, p. 169, Cit. 29 above, Smith
quotes from the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Michigan
State Pomological Society, 1874, p. 26, "in the orchard of John T.
Edwards, diseased peach trees grafted on plum stalks were entirely
destroyed by yellows without injuring the root at all; below the graft
the live, healthy root sent out strong plum stalks."
Also in the same reference, p. 167, Smith quotes, "An eastern
Maryland correspondent of the American Farmer, 1875, p. 25, also
states that plum, when on peach roots, remain free from disease,
although standing within a foot of peach trees which die ofyellows."
Our observations dealing with the Myrobalan plum and others,
show that the above statements cited by Smith may be entirely correct
in so far as the appearance of certain plums are concerned; they, however, may carry viruses of yellows and little peach, and many vectors,
tne plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata may breed on them. When
healthy one-year old peach trees are budded with Myrobalan plum
affected with either yellows or little peach, the peach tree above the
point of budding will die with either disease,_but the plum above and
the peach stem below the point of budding will develop into a strong
and apparently healthy tree. (See Figs. 6 and 7).
If, however, Myrobalan is used for the rootstock, and peach buds,
affected with either yellows or little peach, are budded into the peach
above, the peach will grow for a season or two and finally die, the plum
21
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will then force out a strong sprout from below, and this will grow into
a strong tree. In either case, however, the plum will carry the virus
infection.
In a paper presented before the Peninsula Horticultural Society
(18), December 19; 1933, the writer stated, "Our studies on the masking of yellows and little peach in Prunus species other than the peach,
indicate that plums may be the hosts in which these diseases are hiding
and from which the probable vector, a leaf hopper (13), Macropsis
trimaculata, is disseminating these viruses to the peach orchards." . . .
"We have suspected for several years that certain plum varieties
may be masking the symptoms of yellows and little peach so that
infection may not be very evident; our work the past two years in
budding yellows and little peach into various plums, shows that the
Japanese variety known as Abundance (P. salicina) and others may
carry the. viruses of both of these diseases without showing very
marked symptoms of either disease. (See Fig. 8). We have successfully budded peach yellows Into Japanese plums, and by budding the
plum stock back into peach we have shown that the plums were carrying the virus. The fact that the Oriental plums live much longer than
the European or American-plum (See Table 1) may be a factor in the
dissemination of these viruses.
"A study of the dying plums in the Variety Orchard at our Experiment station shows many affected with little plum and also several
with what appears to be yellows. These observations are being
checked by budding all the varieties of plums now growing in the
Experiment Station Orchard into peach to learn how many of these
plums are actually carrying little peach and yellows."
The following table (Table 1) shows the number of plum and
peach trees that were living or dead in 1933 which were planted in the
Experiment Station Variety Orchard in 1908.
.

Table l.-Source and Number of Plum and Peach Trees Planted
in the Variety Orchard at Newark in 1908 and Number
Living in 1933.
Species
Source
Plum
Plum
Plum
Plum
Plum
Plum
Plum
Peach

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

Number
Planted

Number
Living

Number
Dead

Per Cent
Living

49
2
14
4
25
2
6
147

30
2
8
1
22
2
6
0

19
0
6
3
3
0
0
147

61.2
100 0
57.7
25.0
880
100.0
100.0

domeslica . ... .............
insititia . ..................
munsoniana . ..............
americana . ................
salicina . ..................
simonii .. .................
salicina X simonii . ..... ...
persica . ..................

None

Table 1 shows the European plums of the P. domestica group had
only 61.2 per cent living after twenty-four years; the American group
P. americana 25 per cent and P. munsoniana 57.7 per cent respectively,
whereas the Chinese group P. simonii showed 100 per cent and the
22
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Japanese group P. salicina showed 88 per cent; however, the Japanese
and Chinese cross P. salicina X P. simonii showed 100 per cent living.
It is very evident in Table 1 that the peach trees fared much
worse than the plums. Many were removed in eight years or less after
planting because of infection with yellows and little peach; the infection was apparently comin~ from the adjacent Variety Plum orchard,
the diseases being more or less masked in the plums.
According to McCue's report in 1915 (See cit. p.16) the peach
Variety orchard planted adjacent to the Plum Variety orchard suffered
"a bad epidemic of peach yellows and little peach" . . . "Only a few
of the original trees planted in 1908 remain."
The writer has looked up McCue's notes on these variety plantings, and find that 102 plum, 147 peach (99 varieties), 4 nectarines,
and 23 apricots were in the original planting, and many peach trees
were removed during the first eight years. There is little doubt in
the mind of the writer that the "epidemic", as McCue called it, was
coming from the plums.

CHECKING THE VARIETY PLUM ORCHARD FOR YELLOWS
AND LITTLE PEACH
By budding peach trees for three years in succession (1933-1935)
with plum sources from the Variety orchard of the Delaware Experiment Station, the writer (24) showed that nine of the plums were
carrying yellows and nineteen little peach. Some of the plums were
masking these viruses with almost no symptoms. (Fig. 8).
In order to learn ·whether Elberta or the seedling peach was best
for demonstrating the presence of yellows or little peach, nearly one
thousand trees each of Elberta and seedling peach were budded with
plums suspected of carrying yellows or little peach, and plum varieties
of Prunus salicina (Japanese plum), Prunus myrobalan (European),
Prunus domestica (European), and Prunus americana (the American
plum) some of which had been inoculated with yellows and little
peach.
From this work it was observed that when plum buds infected
with yellows were budded into Elberta and Naturaf Peach, the average
percentage of infection was nearly equal in each host, sixty per cent
for the Elberta trees as compared with fifty-seven per cent· for the
Natural Peach. However, there are many objections to the use Qf
peach seedling stock for field studies on Prunus viruses. For example,
when one wishes to make a study of the several viruses carried in wild
al1d cultivated plums, it is very necessary to carry the peach to the
fruiting stage. The following objections are found: 1. The foliage of
seedling peach varies in form from that of willows to that of Elberta
peach. 2. the fruit varies from the size of marbles to that of hen eggs.
3. The time of fruit ripening varies from early August to late September. 4. The shape of the tree varies from that of willows to that
of culti vated peach.
For Prunus virus studies the writer much pr.efers a standard
stock, such as Elberta.
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MASKING OF YELLOWS AND LITTLE PEACH IN PLUMS
AND OTHER PRUNUS SPECIES
Earlier work al this Station (See Annual Reports, Cit. 19,21,
and 22) having definitely shown that peach yellows and little peach
can be carried in some plum varieties, it was considered advisable to
determine, if possible, what varieties were capable of carrying these
viruses, even though the symptoms are masked. To test this, representative varieties of seven species of Prunus including varieties of the
Oriental, European, and American plums; three varieties of apricot,
and five of almond were planted in the greenhouse in December, 19J5.
. Some trees of each variety were budded with yellows or little peach.
Included in this series were the following varieties:
Myrobalan Plum
Prunus in)'robafan*
Burbank Plum
P. saficina
Red June Plum
P. saficina
Bradshaw Plum
P. domestica
German Prune
P. domestica
Italian Prune . .
P. domestica
Shropshire Damson
P. insititia
Wild Goose Plum .
P. munsoniana
Alexander Apricot .
P. armeniaca
Superb Apricot
P. armeniaca
Early Golden Apricot
P. armeniaca
Nonpariel Almond . .
P. communis
Drake's Seed Almond
P. communis
Ne-Plus Ultra Almond
P. communis
Peerless Almond. .
P. communis
Texas Pro Almond. .
P. communis
This work showed that all the plums, apricots, and almonds
tested, readily take yellows and little peach; that certain Oriental
plums may show marked symptoms of yellows and little peach, while
others may show considerable masking. The common rootstock used
for grafting plum, Prunus myrobafan shows almost complete masking
of both yellows and little peach. These studies show that either virus
could readily reach the plums in nurseries by use of infected grafting
stock of P. myrobafan and, hence, reach the peaches through the plum
hopper, Macropsis trimacufata, which is breeding extensively on the
plum.

CHECKING WILD AND CULTIVATED PLUMS FOR YELLOWS
AND LITTLE PEACH BY BUDDING THROUGH PEACH
The amount of masking of the virus diseases of yellows and little
peach in the plums is so great (see Fig. 8) that the writer concluded the
only positive way to determine whether infection is carrying in the
plum, was to bud the wild and cultivated plums through the peach.
Accordingly, over two hundred sources of wild and cultivated plums

* P.

myrobalan is now more commonly designated P. cerasifera Ehrhart.
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Fig. 5--Symptoms of yellows and little peach in bearing trees of the variety Elberta,
material taken at Newark, Delaware on date of August 9, 1940. A, is
healthy; B, yellows; C, combination of yellows and little peach from simultaneous budding with buds from both diseases; D, little peach.-In water
color by Robert Arnold. (See plate on following page)
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Figs. 6-7- The Myrobalan plum, Prunus arasifera, and the Othello plum, P.cerasifera
Var. pissardi completely mask yellows and little peach. The peaches above
were photographed August 8, 1941; at left is shown yellows transmitted
to bearing peach (Elberta) through budding with Myrobalan plum that
was carrying yellows; but showing no symptoms in the foliage; at right,
Othello plum has transmitted yellows to the peach without showing any
evidence of the disease in the plum foliage. The peach fruit is pre matured
fully two weeks, as Elberta shows no color by August 8 at Newark, Delaware. The arrows indicate the point of bud insertion. The peach dies
above the point of budding. and the plum grows into a large, apparently
healthy rree.-Photo. colored by the author. (See plate on preceding page)
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Fig. 8-Leaf symptoms in bearing trees, manifested by Japanese or Orienta] plums, I'rullUS s,,/i,illa "lld P. simollii, when carrying virus disc'lses such as rellows or little peach. The Abundance, Chalco and Chabot varieties (see A, B, ,.nd C)
show little or no abnorm'll spnllloms; however, the Simon, Satsuma and Santa I~ose (see D, I~, and F) show marked
rolling inward of foliage. The Satsuma (E) and Santa Rose (F) were shown later to be c"rrring both little peach and
yellows; where both viruses are e'ltried, yellows :'Ilpear. first after budding into pc-neh, then later followed by little
peach symproms.-Photo. 6_27.34.
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have been budded into healthy peach using one-year-old Elberta trees.
Over 4,000 peach trees were used in this work to learn where the reservoirs of th'ese virus diseases are in the state. This work shows that
out of 196 plum sources, 21 had yellows, 41 had little peach, and five
had both yellows and little peach. About two-thirds, 133, were
healthy, or at least transmitted no virus 'symptoms that could be
identified as yellows or little peach. Most of the infection was found
in cultivated plums, or escaped seedlings near cultivated plums. Of
five apricot sources, two had little peach, and three were healthy. Of
35 peach sources tested, 10 had yellows, 15 little peach, and one, both
yellows and little peach (see Fig. 5-C showing symptoms of double
virus in peach). Of nine cherry sources budded onto peach, none of
them succeeded in forming a union and of course none of the peach
trees became infected with disease. Table 2 shows the species of some
of the plum sources used in this budding work, together with notes
as to the number of plum hoppers, Macropsis trimaculata breeding on
the same.

Table 2-Number of Wild and Cultivated Plum Sources Budded
into Healthy Peach, and the Number of Peach that
Showed Yellows or Little Peach;
Number

11
2
26
28
2
2
18
65

3
157

Species

Prunus americana
angustijolia
"
cerasijera
"
"
domes/ica
"
hortulana
insititia
"
munsoniana
"
salicina
"
simonii
"

No. with
Yellows

No. with
Little Peach

0
0

3
0
9
5
0

7
9

1

No. of Plums
with Hoppers*

1

2
8
22

2
2

1
5

1
5
20

0

1

15
63
3

44

118

0

23

I

* The plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata Fitch was very abundant on many
of these plum sources.

Technique Used in Budding to Force Early Evidence of
Virus-As shown by Kunkel (13) p. 516, and later by Hildebrand (11)
p. 495, and in our work, the position in which the buds are placed on
the stem, the amount of cutting back of the top of the peach above
the budding and the lateral branches, as well as the rate of growth
at time of budding, have much to do with the time required in forcing
out the virus symptoms. In all the work of checking plums for carrying virus, two buds or more were placed near the growing points.
Most of the budding was done in the rapid-growing period of August,
using at first ten peach trees and later five, for each source. In some
of our recent work, using fast-growing Elberta trees strongly cut hack,
we have seen symptoms of yellows and little peach forced throughout
the new growth on the tree in from one month to six weeks. To
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expedite early pushing of virus symptoms from strains of plums suspected of masking the virus, the trees were taken up in January and
forced in the greenhouse.
Time Required for Yellows Symptoms to Appear-Experimental work was conducted in 1927 with budding and grafting made
at several places on the young tree (Elberta) to learn how long it
would take for symptoms to show in the new growth.
(a) Buds placed in the growing points of small, rapidly-growing
EI berta peach trees in July, and then by cu tting back other branches to
force growth, the new growth showed symptoms of yellows and little
peach in six weeks.
(b) Buds infected with yellows or little peach, when placed in
the main stem of young trees, two inches above the ground, required
two seasons of growth, before marked symptoms showed up.
(c) Roots infected with yellows or little peach, when grafted onto
roots of healthy plants, required the third season of growth before
marked symptoms showed up.
In old peach trees, it sometimes takes several years for yellows
to become systemic. For example, in 1939, a 12-year-old Elberta tree
at the Experiment Station showed yellows in one large side branch
that came out low on the main stem. This branch was cut off in
August of 1939; in 1940, only a single limb, above and adjacent to
the one cut in 1939, showed yellows. This was removed in August,
1940; in 1941, a single branch showed yellows and the fruit on the
remaining limbs was apparently healthy. If the original infection
had taken place higher up along the main stem, systemic infection
would have taken place earlier.

MANY VIRUS COMPLEXES FOUND BY BUDDING PLUMS
INTO PEACH
As a result of the work of budding several hundred sources of
plums into peach and carrying this work through to the fruiting age
of the peach, that is four to six years, many virus complexes have appeared. Several of these have been hard to diagnose. However, by
the process of elimination we believe that we are safe in saying that
the following peach virus diseases have not appeared in this work, nor
have they shown up in Delaware, viz., plum rosette, phony peach,
red suture, peach mosaic, and the yellow-red virosis, also known as
the "X" disease. On the other hand, little peach, yellows, and a form
of mild mosaic have appeared quite consistently; many times this
so-called mild mosaic appeared along with little peach, and again
with yellows; this gave virus complexes quite different from either
yellows or little peach; sometimes all three diseases have appeared in
the same source. This so-called mild mosaic appears in peach much
like Cation's (Mich.) yellow leaf of cherry, when it is budded into
peach; that is, a very marked mosaic throughout the leaf in midsummer without.much curling of the leaf, but severe enough to cause
a general winter killing of the terminal twigs of all branches from
8 to 20 inches; the tree seldom sets any fruit, unless the virus is in a
31
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complex' with yellows or little peach. It has been shown by simultaneous double budding with yellows and little pe.ach, that the peach
will carry both diseases with a virus complex differing from either
disease. (See Fig. 5, C.).
Some horticulturists have raised the 'question as to whether the
budding of certain varieties of the plum upon peach may not produce
certain physiological effects which may be mistaken for virus symptoms
especially the mosaics. Fortunately, in this work, the same variety
of plum in many cases was not carrying yellows, little peach, or the
several virus complexes, in which case the growth on the peach whether
through peach or plum, was normal. On the other hand, whenever
the peach showed a virus symptom or virus complex from budding
wi th the plum, the same symptom carried over into peach; when the
affected peach was budded into other peaches, these showed positively
that the plums originally budded into the 'peach were carrying a virus
or virus complexes.

VIRUS SYMPTOMS MANIFESTED BY PLUM VARIETIES
In order to recognize the seve~al variations of the symptoms of
yellows, little peach, and a combination of these diseases in the more
common plum varieties, it was deemed wise to bud peach carrying
these viruses and combinations into representative species of P.
salicina, P. domestica, P. cerasifera, and P. munsoniana. Accordingly,
the following varieties were selected and budded: Abundance, Red
June, Wickson, German Prune, Myrobalan, and Wild Goose. The
Abundance, although showing some .evidence of infection from the
virus, continued to make growth about equal to the check or healthy
tree. Figure 9 shows the appearance of Abundance plum on October
27, 1933, the second year after budding with the viruses of yellows·
and little peach, and the combination; A, shows the healthy or check
trees, with most of the foliage fallen and the trees going into dormancy; B, shows a tree budded with yellows and showing no sign of
dormancy; C, shows a tree budded with both yellows and little peach
and retaining foliage; D, shows a tree budded with little peach and
retaining heavy foliage. The winter killing of virus infected trees,
both peach and plum, is brought about because the trees fail to go
into dormancy.
The Wickson plum is very severely affected with yellows, little
peach, or a combination of the two viruses, even more severely than
any of the peach varieties; it makes a good medium through which
to check virus presence in other plums by budding into Wickson.
The Red June will live many years after infection, though some
evidence of infection shows. The German Prune shows even more
evidence of virus infection, but will live many years after infection.
The Myrobalan is symptomless, as shown in Figure 6, p. 27. The
Wild Goose, an American plum, will show virus symptoms from each
of the diseases, yellows or little peach, or a combination of the two,
but will live many years following the infection.
•
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B

C
D
Flit '-Th~ inAucnce of the viruses of yellows and little peach ;n fhe plum variety
Abundance on continuing the growth in fall. Photograph takeR October
27,1933. (.0\) trees health)'; most of the foliage has fallen and the trees are
almost dormant; (B) tru budded with )'cllows; there is no evidence of
dormancy; (C) tree budded with both yel1o ...·s and liltle peach; the foliage
shows continued growth; (I) budded with little peach; the growth is con_
tinuing. Wimcr killing of virus-infected trees, both peach and plum, is
brought about because the trees fail to go into dormancy.
(33)
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SURVEY OF INSECTS BREEDING ON PEACH, PLUM,
CHERRY, AND APRICOT
1n 1933 and 1934, it was shown (19,20,21) here that yellows and
little peach were being carried in certain Oriental and wild plums,
without an)' marked symptollls. Later, many plum hoppers, A1acrop;;! ,,-imam/ala, which Kunkel (13) had shown are the \'ectors of
yellows, wefe found breeding on these same plums.

I-Iomopterous Insects Breeding on Peach, Plum, Cherry,
and Apricot-In order (0 g:uher definite data on what insects are
breeding on the \·arious PrImus species, se\eral hundred sources of
peach, plum, cherry, and apricot were broue;ht into the greenhouse
from Januarr to A.pril, and the stems placed In water to force growth
in (rom ""e to six weeks. The plants wefe co\ered with cheese-cloth
to confine the hatching insects. The period of five weeks was sufficient
to carr)' the plants through blossoming. and for the insects to hatch
from the eggs deposited on or in the bark. (Fig. 10). This prO\'ed
a ,'ery ,'aluable preliminary sun'ey. for it showed where large numbers
of the plum hopper which carries yellows and little peach were to be
found for later experimclHul work. This pre1iminarr survey included

Fig. 10

:\lethod of bagging ..ilh chee$oecloth, dormant 50UKCS of plum, peach,
apricot, and cherry brO<lght into the ,reenhouK in February, 1\lan:h, and
.o\pril ttl force out hoppers and other ln$oeCIS whose cggs ha\'c been placed
on, or in, thc baric Sevcral fO<lr 10 livc_fool branches from each SOUtec
are wrapped losether and the stem ends are placed in water. If kCPf cool,
thc growth will continuc niccl,- IhrO<lghO<lI blOS50ming and for a period
of about /i,'c ...·ccks. By this mcthod we soon learned ...·here manr plum
hoppers could be obtamcd for Cllperimental ...·ork. Thc plum hopper
,Harropsis trimQr"/QIIJ "':IS found 10 be thc most prcvalent hopper breed_
ing on plums.-Photo. April, 193-1.
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Table 3-Sources of Homopterous Insects Breeding on Plum and Peach-1933 Survey
State

w

Plum hopper,
Fruit Number Macropsis
of
. trimaculata,
Variety
Sources
Fitch.

Buffalo
hopper,
Cerna
bubalus,
Fab.

Gypona
octolineata
Var.
striata,
Burm.

Black
buffalo
hopper,
Thelia
uhleria,
Stal.

Phlepsius
irroratus,
Say.

Acana.
Ionia
conica,
Say.

Ormenis
pruinosa,
Say.

North Dakota

Plum

7

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Minnesota

Plum

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Iowa

Plum

4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

Nebraska

Plum

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Illinois

Plum

3

0*

0

0

0

0

0

0

Indiana

Plum

3

0*

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ohio
Ohio

Plum
Peach

8
1

4

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Pennsyl vania
Pennsylvania

Plum
Peach

0
13**

0*
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0,

Maryland
Maryland

Plum
Peach

6
2**

6
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Delaware
Delaware

Plum
Peach

112
32**

68
8

0
4

15
3

0
0

18
1

0
2

17
0

(J1

*
**

Many plum hoppers were found on plums in Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Illinois on a later visitation.
All of the sources of peach examined in Pennsylvania were well-sprayed orchards; the two peach orchards examined in Maryland
were well-sprayed; 12 of the peach orchards examined in Delaware were well-sprayed and on these no plum hoppers were found. None
of the well-sprayed peach orchards examined in the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Delaware showed plum hoppers.
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plums from ten states, including four each from. North Dakota,
Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska. These states are beyond the peach
district. The object of including these states was to learn whether
the plum hopper is common on wild plum, and hence probably a
riative American species. This limited survey did not show it present
on the sources sent in from beyond the peach district. The plum
survey from Illinois to Delaware, including Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Maryland showed the plum hopper very prevalent in these
states. Table 3 shows that several other insects are breeding on the
peach and plum, which we had not formerly tested as carriers of
viruses. (See Fig. 11). Where the plum hoppers or other Homopterous insects were present on any of the above sources in number
. sufficient for experimental purposes, they were placed directly on
peach seedlings, to learn if they were carrying any virus to which
the peach is subject. Also, these insect~, when present in sufficient
numbers, or could be obtained easily in numbers, were fed on peach
trees carrying yellows and little peach. Later, these insects were
b~gged on healthy peach seedlings to learn whether they were possible
vIrus earners.
In the 1933 survey the plum hopper M. trimacu/ata was the one
insect found breeding on plum trees throughout the peach district.
Many thousands of hoppers were collected from the well-sprayed
Variety Plum orchard at the Delaware Experiment Station <lot Newark.
Age of the trees may have had much to do with this as the trees at
the Delaware Station were twenty-seven years old. Well-sprayed
peach orchards in Delaware showed no plum hoppers, (Table 3)
whereas in some of the neglected peach orchards, particularly in the
home orchards, there were many plum hoppers present.
Fig. ll-·Some Homoptera that were tested. for virus carrying properties; these
insects were breeding on peach and plum brought in while dormant.
A, the nymphal stage (fifth instar) and B, the adult stage of the plum leaf
hopper, Macropsis trimaculata Fitch, the insect which has been shown,
transmi ts both peach yellows and Ii ule peach.
C, the nymphal stage and 0, the adult of the common buffalo tree hopper,
Ceresa bubalus Fab., which in our survey was found to be breeding abundantly only on peach. Proved negative asa carrier of yellows and little peach.
E. the nymphal stage and F, the adult stage of Gypona octolineata, variety
st!iata Bu.rm., co'mmonly found breeding on the plum. Negative as a
vIrus carner.
G, and H, the nymphs (fifth instar) and I, the adults of a black buffalo
tree hopper of the order Membracidae, probably Thelia uh/eri Stal.; very
plentiful on.a plum sent in from Iowa State College by Dr. Melhus. Proved
negati ve as a virus carrier.
J, (upper), comparing an adult specimen of the leaf hopper, Ph/epsius
irroratus Say, found breeding rather sparingly on plum but abundantly on
apricot; with the adult (lower) of Macropsis trimaculata. The former
proved negative as a virus carrier.
.
K, a green insect of the Lantern Fly family, Fulgoridae, Acanalonia conica
Say, very common on both the peach and the plum.
L, a gray to bluish gray insect of the Lantern Fly family, Fulgoridae,
Ormenis pruinosa Say, very common on both the peach and the plum.
The nymphal stage is white from the co.ttony-like covering. Both of these
were negative as virus carriers.-Photo. April, 1934.
ACKNoWLEDGMENTs-The author is indebted to Dr. L. A. Stearns,
Entomologist of the University of Delaware, and Dr. P. W. Oman, Junior
Entomologist of the Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
for determination of several of the above insects.
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INSECT TRANSMISSION OF YELLOWS AND LITTLE
PEACH BY THE PLUM HOPPER
As shown on pages 13 to 16, the work from 1921 to 1933 on the
more common insects associated with peach proved negative in the
experiments on transmission of yellows and little peach.
Kunkel (13) after working with many insects, reported in January,
1933, transmission of peach yellows by the plum hopper, Macropsis
trimaculata Fitch. This insect had not been reported in Delaware up
to the time of Kunkel's report. Since our earlier work (p. 21) had
'thrown suspicion on plums as factors in the transmission of yellows
and little peach, we immediately made a survey of the plums in
Delaware, and learned that the plum hopper was very prevalent.
Furthermore, this plum hopper was breeding on practically all of the
plums in the Variety orchard at the Delaware Experimental Farm.
Some of these plums were showing symptoms of yellows and others
of little plum, the same disease as little peach. Numbers of the
hoppers from these infected plum trees were transferred directly to
one-year-old peach trees in July, 1933, with the results that a small
incidence of infection with both yellows and little peach showed up
in the peach in 1934. We reported (19) p. 21, in December, 1934, after
calling attention to several infected plums of the Japanese varieties
that, "All of the above varieties carry . . . many hoppers, Macropsis
trimaculata, that disseminate yellows and little peach."
Hartzell (6) p. 192, reported in 1935, that after working with
some 47 species of insects in vector work on peach yellows, he found
the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata, the only carrier.
In 1935, (22) p. 38, we reported upon the small incidence of,
infection from the experimental feeding work with plum hoppers
directly from the virus-infected plums~ Such feeding seldom brought
about infection of more than 10 to 15 per cent.
In 1938 (25), we again reported on the low incidence of infection
from the experimental feeding of the plum hoppers from the yellows
and little peach-infected trees, when placed on young peach trees, as
follows: (p. 30) "The amount of infection i'nduced on peach (Elberta
or Natural seedling), by feeding the vector, M. trimaculata, on yellows
or little peach-infected trees and then transferring them to seedlings,is seldom more than 12 per cent, whether five, twenty-five, or one
hundred insects are used on each tree. We have had a few exceptions
where the amount of infection, the first season, has reached 50 to 75
per cent; on the other hand, we have had a number of failures on little
peach, which, at times, leads us to believe that we may have the wrOllg
vector. Further experiments are in progress on the hoppers which
occasionally are found on peach and plum."
Just why the incidence of infection is so low on young peach
trees from the use of plum hoppers that were fed 'upon virulent sources
of yellows and little peach is still an unanswered question. For three
years in succession, 1935-37, two large branches of young, bearing
peach trees (Belle of Georgia) were enclosed in sacks each containing
50 plum hoppers, said hoppers having been fed on either virulent
38
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yellows or little peach, without bringing about any infection. Experience has been much the same in using only 10 peach ttees, when
dealing with hoppets, from known infected plums. Since the incidence
of infection from artificial feeding of the plum hopper with yellows
or little peach seldom exceeds to per cent, whether 5, 10, or 25 hoppers
are used, it is easy to understand why in the laws of chance, sometImes failures halt' resulted when using only 10 trees. At least 25
trees should be used in each ,'ector experiment.

Technique Used in Feeding, and Transferring, 1·loppers-ln
most of the work on feeding of hoppers for • ector studies large peach
trees affected with known .'iruses have been used, The insects were
confined in sacks made from a high grade .'oile, the sacks varying in
size to properly accommodate from 25 to 50 or more insects. (See
Fig. 12). The length of the time for feeding varied from 12 to 25 days.

hop~rs Af. Iri".£u/tlltl, and olher insecls on
trees affected with rellows; each "oile sack contains from 25 to 50
hoppers; these inseclS ...hen fed for 12 10 25 days are readr for transfer ro
health~' trecs for teSlS as ,·e<:tors.-Photo. i.2-J.3j.

Fig. 12 :\Iethod of feeding plum
~ach

The confinement of insects on young trees for ,'irus uansmission
... as accomplished by means of a .oile sack o ..er a framework of :\'0. 9
Wire, made from two loops each 10 x 20 inches, tied together at right
angles to form a compartment around the tree. (See Fig. 13). A
small opening in the upper corner of the sack afforded means for
placing insects on the tree, After ft.':cding a month or more, the insects
wcre killed b~' spra~'ing or dusting with rotenone through rhe above
opening, before remo .. al of the sacks. (Fig, t4 shows small trees
cOl'ered with sacks),
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On account oflimited greenhouse facilities, most of the work was
conducted in the field, the greenhouse being used only to expedite the
forcing out of symptoms to show infection.
In the preliminary work, only 10 trees for each source of insects
were used, placing 5 insects on each of 4 trees, 10 insects on each of
3 trees, and 25 insects on each of 3 trees. 'When dealing with the
plum hopper, where the incidence of infection seldom went above
10 per cent, at least 25 trees should have been used for each source.
In these feeding experiments from 1934 to 1938, from 1000 to 2000
one-year-old Elberta peach trees, two and a half to three feet in
height, were used each year. These were placed in isolated plots to
keep down possible disease transmission from outside sources. Adequate check trees, that is, trees not fed, were carried in each plot

Fig. 13---An economical and expedient wire framework for supporting the voile sacks
used in confining insects on small trees while feeding in vector work. Two
loops (each 10 x 20 inches) made of No.9 galvanized wire, when tied at
right angles at top as in 1, form a perfect framework over which the sacks
are kept away from the growing tree; No.2 and 3 show manner of placing
wire in the ground and using non-absorbent cotton in cheesecloth to
cushion wire from the stem of tree; No.5 shows voile sack tied in place.
At 4 is an opening for placing the insects on the tree. After feeding a
month or more the insects are killed by spraying or dusting with strong
rotenone through the opening at 4.---Drawn by the author.
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Fil?,. 14~Small EI~na peach trees covered with fine voile sacks placed over a wire

frame"'ork (see Fig. IJ above) in insect vector studies on yellows and litlle
peach. Five, 10, and 25 insects were (ed on the trees, replicating the (eedine: work on 10 trees. Over 5000 small EI~rt3 peach trees were used in
thIS work irom 1930 to 19-10, coverinlt 25 species o( insects on both virus
diseases, yellows and little peach.-Photo. Julr, 1934.

measure adventitious infection. Each plot was carried for three
years or more after conducting feeding experiments on the same;
however, any IIlfection taking place usually came out from June
to Aug\Jst of the year following the feeding work. In the several
isolated plots for experimental work we did not observe any foreign
or accidental transmission; howe\>er, at the Experiment Station peach
orchard about a mile distant from these plots, from five to ten per
cent a year of infection with yellows and little peach (mostly the
latter) was appearing in the experimental plots; apparently the infeerion there was coming from the \'ariet~' Plum orchard.
Infection of Peach by Direct Transfer of Hoppers from
Infected Plum-By the direct transfer to young peach trees of hoppers, A1acrops;s trimaClilata, from 101 sources of plu ms, man y from the
Variety Plum orchard at the Delaware Experimental Farm and others
from many locations throughout the state, 29 sources produced little
peach and nine produced ~·ellows. Ten peach trees were used for each
source and where the numbers of hoppers collected were sufficient,
five hoppers were placed on each of four trees, ten on each of three
trees, and 25 on each of three trees. Apparently, the larger number
to
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of hoppers placed upon the tree did not increase infection. In only
a few cases was there more than one peach tree out of ten infected
from a source.
Incidence of Infection from Experimental Feeding of Plum
Hopper is Low-By feeding the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata,
on peach trees affected with yellows and little peach from 12 to 25
days, the incidence of infection which took place after transferring
and confining for one month or more on healthy Elberta peach trees
(one-year-old nursery stock, three to three and one-half feet), was
seldom greater than 10 to 12 per cent. The percentage of infection
from feeding on similar young peach trees, when the hoppers were taken
directly from the plums, known to be carrying yellows or little peach,
was practically the same as when the hoppers were fed on peach trees
affected with virulent yellows or little peach. It is of interest to note
here, that natural infection in the experimental block of 225 trees
planted near the Plum Variety orchard came down with yellows and
little peach at about the same rate as noted in the experimental work
above. (See p. 16).
LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS OF THE PLUM HOPPER.
Observations were made and data have been taken on the plum
hopper population in New Castle County for seven seasons, 1934 to
1940, inclusi ve. There was only one brood; the eggs were placed
singly from the first of July to the middle of August in the bark of the
new growth on the different plums under observation (Prunus americana, P. augustifolia, and P. salicina). The fall and winter months
are passed in the egg state. The eggs begin hatching about the last
week in April and continue hatching until the middle of June. The
largest number of nymphs are out about the end of May (Fig. 15).
S[A~NAl APPE:ARANC[
OF PLUM HOPfER, MACROPSIS TRIMACULATA
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Fig. 15---Seasonal appearance, in the Smyrna to Newark districts of the plum
hopper, Macropsis trimaculata Fitch, the vector of peach yellows and little
peach, showing approximately the percentages of living nymphs and adults
to the whole brood, at the time indicated. Average of data for seven
years, 1934 to 1940, inclusive.
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Hartzell (9) finds the nymphal period under field conditions at
Yonkers, New York, to be 21 to 35 days and observations here indicate
the period to be about the same. The adults first make their appearance about the last week in May and continue emerging until the last
week in June. Although the adults may be found over a period of
nearly three months, that is, from the last week in May to the third
week in August, the life period of the individual hopper is quite
limited, most of them surviving only four to five weeks in confinement. Large numbers of both nymphs and adults are destroyed, as
the season advances, by storms, insects, spiders, and birds.
Unlike most leaf hoppers which feed on the leaves, the plum
hoppers in both the nymphal and adult stages feed only on the twigs,
the one exception being, that when first hatched, the flesh-colored
nymph feeds in the bud scales or in the axils of the leaves. In color,
both the nymphs and adults adapt themselves to the color of the host,
being quite dark and sooty on most plums (Fig. 11-A). Instead of
hopping in the nymphal stage, they quickly move back on the twig
as one approaches. The adl,llt, in most cases, instead of flying, likewise moves to cover on the twig.
The eggs are deposited so deeply in the bark that dormant sprays,
such as miscible oil and lime sulfur (and even nicotine) do not check
the hatching of the eggs. The fact that the insects have not been
found in well-sprayed peach orchards, indicate that wettable sulfur has an influence in their control. The adults are readily killed by
rotenone dusts and sprays.

OTHER INSECTS BREEDING ON PEACH, PLUM, AND
APRICOT, TESTED SINCE 1933
Following the survey made in 1933 (21) of Homopterous insects
breeding on peach, plum, cherry, and apricot, (see Fig. 11) the following were taken in numbers and tested for carriers of yellows and
little peach viruses, with negative results. The buffalo tree hopper,
Ceresa bubalus Fab.; the species Gypona octolineata Var. striata Burm.;
a black tree hopper, Thelia uhleri Stal. from plums; a leaf hopper,
Phlepsius irroratus Say, found sparingly on plum but taken in large
numbers from an apricot tree; a green insect, Ormimis pruinosa Say,
of the Lantern Fly family (Fulgoridae) very common on both peach
and plum.
All the above insects were taken from peach, plum, and apricot
by bringing dormant branches (4 to 5 feet long) into the greenhouse
during February, March, and April. These branches were placed in
water and forced for blossoming. In this manner it was learned where
each species of these insects could be obtained in large numbers. The
survey covered 304 sources of peach, plum, and apricot. The plum
hopper, Macropsis trimaculata, was found to be the most prevalent
insect breeding on plums.
Another hopper not breeding on the peach but found consistently
feeding upon the same after the middle of June, was the common
meadow frog hopper or spittle bug, Philaenus leucophthalmus Linn.
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This insect was first observed here on the peach trees coming down
with little peach. In cutting down 16 large peach trees affected
with lit'tle peach and carefully removing and examining every branch,
we found an average of 20 frog hoppers per tree, but found none of
the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata. Usually the last cast of the
plum hopper is always found tightly fastened on the underside of the
lea ves of the plum or peach. We failed to find any of these casts from
the plum hopper on these little peach-infected trees. The cutting out
of little peach-infected trees in this orchard was continued for the
four years including 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939, and the insect survey
showed about the usual number of frog hoppers, but no plum hoppers.
In the report for 1940 it was stated, "Data obtained the past season
indicate that a second hopper, Philaenus leucophthalmus, may be a
vector in the dissemination of yellows. This work is being repeated.
The relation of this insect as a vector of little peach is being studied."
Many tests are being conducted with the frog hopper this season
(1941) on both yellows and little peach; the results will have to await
the growing season of 1942.
Japanese Beetles Prefer Virus-Infected Peach-Observations
made during the past five years (1937 - 1941) indicate that the
Japanese beetles prefer peach trees infected with yellows or little
peach to those that are healthy. During the above seasons, from 10
to 16 trees in the Experiment Station orchard became infected with
little peach and these were almost defoliated by Japanese beetles,
whereas the adjacent healthy trees were hardly touched by these
insects.

SOME FACTS ESTABLISHED IN THESE RESEARCHES
1. Injections of infusions of yellows and little peach from infected fruit, leaves, cambium, or xylem, whether through borings or
by hypodermic ne,edles, failed to bring about infection in peach.
2. Injections with fine hypodermic needles, of infusions of
crushed plum hoppers, Macropsis trimaculata, the vector of these
diseases, that had fed on yellows and little peach-infected trees,
failed to produce infection.
3. Pollen from yellows and little peach-infected trees, when
placed on healthy blossoms by hand or by bees, failed to bring about
infection.
4. Pits from yellows and little peach-infected trees failed to
produce infection.
5. Many years before the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata,
was known to be the vector of these diseases, circumstantial evidence
at the Delaware Experiment Station pointed to the Plum Variety
orchard as the source of infection for yellows and little peach. Budding
of plum varieties through peach showed many of them were carrying
yellows and little peach; and some, both diseases. The plum hoppers
were breeding on nearly all of the plums. (Table 2, p. 30).
6. Present evidence points to plums as the chief reservoirs of
infection for both yellows and little peach in Delaware. Plums are
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also the chief hosts 011 which are breeding the plum hopper, Macropsis '
trimaculata, the vector that disseminates both yellows and little peach.
7. By budding bearing peach trees simultaneously with buds
infected with yellows and little peach, a complex of both diseases may
be shown in the fruit, occasionally found in natural infection where
both diseases are acti ve.
8. The length of time for yellows or little peach to appear in
peach after budding or grafting depends largely on (1) where the bud
or graft is placed, (2) the rapidity with which the union takes place,
and (3) the type of material used; certain plums such as l\1yrobalan
and Pissardii varieties are much more acti ve in bringing about quick
infection than the peach. In the rapid growing season of July and
August, and by using infected Myrobalan plum and by placing the
buds near the growing point, then forcing bud growth by cutting
back the growing points and the lateral branches, infection will show
up in four to six weeks. However, when grafts are made on the roots,
it may require three or four years for infection to show up. When
buds are placed Iowan the plant as in nursery budding it may take
two years.
9. There is much masking of yellows and little peach in certain
plums; some varieties completely mask these diseases and the vector
breeds on them in abundance. The Myrobalan plum, P. cerasifera,
and the Othello plum, P. cerasifera var. pissardii, are good examples
of complete masking. Other varieties, like the Wickson plum, are
even more susceptible and show' the symptoms more quickly than the
peach-even winter killing after the first season of infection.
10. These virus diseases, (yellows and little peach) cause continuous growth in the peach, and the infected tree fails to go into
dormancy for the winter, hence winter killing is the chief factor that
causes the death of the tree.
'
11. A survey of insects breeding on the peach, plum, cherry,
and apricot in Delaware shows many Homoptera present. The most
consistent one on the plum is the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata,
which has been shown to disseminate both yellows and little peach.
12. In the experimental feeding work, the following insects have
not disseminated yellows or Ii ttle peach: honey bee, Apis mellifera;
peach tree borer, Conopia exitiosa Say; curculio, Conotrachelus nenuphar Herbst; black peach aphid, Aphis persico-niger Er. Sm.; green
peach aphid, Myzus persicae Sulz.; tarnished plant bug, Lygus pratensis
Linn.; buffalo tree-hopper, Ceresa bubalus Fab.; periodical cicada,
Cicada septendecim Linn.; the species Gypona octoNneata var. striata
Burm.; a black buffalo tree hopper from plum, Thelia uhleri Stal.; a
leaf hopper from apricot, Phlepsius irroratus Say; a green insect of
the Lantern Fly family (Fulgoridae), Ormenis pruinosaSay.
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APPENDIX-A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PEACH VIRUS
DISEASES
Delaware has been fortunate in that more of the peach virus
diseases have not reached this state. However, in order that peach
growers may recognize any new virus trouble, the following brief
descriptions of these diseases are here given.
1. Peach Yellows: This disease crippled the peach industry
-of the· Peninsula throughout the '80's and '90's. It is found in Texas
and from the Carolinas northward, east of the Rocky Mountains.
The fruit prematures ten days to three weeks or more; it is insipid in
flavor; the flesh is streaked with red color throughout. The trees are
stunted and the foliage becomes yellow; the leaves are small, turn
yellow, often spotted with red and are folded upward. Willowy shoots
may push from the center of the tree. Infected trees fail to go into
dormancy in the fall, and winter injury greatly weakens the trees.
The disease is transmitted by the plum hopper, Macropsis trimaculata.
The disease infects both wild and cultivated plums, on which breed
the vector, the plum hopper, in large numbers. Some of the plums
may mask these virus diseases. The removal of all plums from near
commercial peach orchards is necessary for control. All infected
trees should be removed as soon as discovered. The Japanese beetles
prefer trees infected with yellows or little peach to the healthy trees.
2. Little Peach: Is found in same area as yellows. The tree
at first takes on foliage that is leathery in appearance; the internodes
on twigs are shortened; the fruit is undersized and ten days to three
weeks later than normal in maturing. The flavor· of the peach is
insipid. The second season the foliage is more yellow and winter
injury is quite severe. No willowy shoots are found in this disease
as in yellows, but like yellows, the trees fail to go into dormancy and
much winter injury results. Little peach is spread by the same plum
hopper that distributes yellows. At present, there is three times the
amount of little peach in Delaware as of yellows.
3. Peach Red Suture: This disease has been reported from
Michigan, Indiana, and Maryland. The fruit ripens several days
early, becoming soft along the suture; the ridges are bumpy or irregular; the fruit becomes watery and somewhat undersized, particularly after the first season of infection. The foliage is undersized,
folding in and somewhat twisting. In severe cases, the foliage is
thin and in clusters, but never willowy as in yellows. Water sprouts
are common, and short spurs along the larger stems give a feathery
appearance to the growth. The insect vector is not known. Control
is by removal as soon as discovered.
4. Yellow-Red Virosis or Peach "X" Disease: First reported
in Connecticut, is now known in the Hudson Valley, New York, and
the same disease is reported from Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Utah,
Idaho and Ontario, Canada. It is associated with the Choke Cherry,
Prunus virginiana L. on which may be breeding the insect vector which
disseminates the disease. The tree pushes growth about normal in the
spring, but soon after late June or early July the foliage symptoms
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begin to take on yellowing; soon patches of yellow and red spots form,
and the badly affected leaves show a shot-hole and a ragged appearance. The foliage and fruit soon fall leaving the growing points almost
bare. By the first week in August, the foliage of the peach and the
Choke Cherry is very bright yellow and bright red. Removal of
infected trees must be done as soon as discovered, and the Choke
Cherry must be removed from near commercial peach orchards. No
Choke Cherry has been found in Delaware, so the peach may remain
free from this disease.
5. Phony Peach: This severe disease is probably now confined to the Southern peach districts, although two of the middle
states have removed infected trees. The foliage is bunchy and several
shades darker than the normal trees. The tree takes on the appearance of being compact and dense with abundant foliage. The tree
becomes dwarfed due to decreased growth and the shortening of the
internodes'. The infected trees will live for many years, producing
undersized fruit of normal color, but off in flavor. The disease has
been reproduced by root grafting, bu t not by budding or top grafting.
The manner of dissemination is not known. Control is by removal
of infected plants as soon as discovered.
6. Peach Rosette: This disease is confined chiefly to the
Southern states, east of the Mississippi River. The disease is known
also on plums; it is so severe on peach that it eliminates its own
spread. Affected trees seldom set fruit; the foliage is yellowish-green
and produced in compact tufts, seldom more than three inches long,
containing several hundred small leaves. The disease probably originates from plums. The vector is not known. Prompt removal of
infected trees is the best means of eradication.
7. Peach Mosaic: This disease was first discovered in Texas
in 1931, but has since appeared in several Western states. Colorado
has removed many trees. The lea ves are deformed and yellow-mottled
in the spring, but this mosaic disappears during the midsummer.
The blossoms show a breaking of the color pattern; the fruit is small,
late in ripening, and irregular in shape, being bumpy along the suture,
with the tip prominent. The tree appears dwarfed with profuse
branching. Infected trees are later in flowering and foliage than
normal. Control is by removal of infected trees as soon as discovered.
The vector is not known.
8. Rosetted Mosaic: This disease has been found only in
Berrien County, Michigan. It is somewhat similar to the peach
rosette of the South. In addition to rosette the leaves have a chlorotic
mottling and distortion in some varieties: The rosetted foliage is
frequently a deeper green than the normal foliage. The same disease
has been found on plum and it causes the plum to lose vigor. The
vector is unknown; it may be breeding on the plum. Prompt removal
is recommended for control. ,
9. The Line Pattern Disease: This disease is known to be
carried in the plum; and transferred to peach by budding. ,It was
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reported from Kentucky in 1932. The peach fruit from infected trees
,is ofte? bumpy and red in color.
Several other virus diseases of the Prunus group are found in the
Pacific states. State (;:ontrol should be exercised in the introduction
of miscellaneous peach stock from the several parts of the United
States.
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